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Abstract Stereopsis is the basis for numerous tasks
in machine vision, robotics, and 3D data acquisition
and processing. In order for the subsequent algorithms
to function properly, it is important that an affordable
method exists that, given a pair of images taken by two
cameras, can produce a representation of disparity or
depth. This topic has been an active research field since
the early days of work on image processing problems
and rich literature is available on the topic. Joint bilateral filters have been recently proposed as a more affordable alternative to anisotropic diffusion. This class of
image operators utilizes correlation in multiple modalities for purposes such as interpolation and upscaling.
In this work, we develop the application of bilateral
filtering for converting a large set of sparse disparity
measurements into a dense disparity map. This paper
develops novel methods for utilizing bilateral filters in
joint, pyramid, and doubly joint settings, for purposes
including missing value estimation and upscaling. We
utilize images of natural and man–made scenes in order to exhibit the possibilities offered through the use
of pyramid doubly joint bilateral filtering for stereopsis.
Keywords Computational Stereopsis · Bilateral Filtering · Joint Bilateral Filtering · Pyramid Upscaling ·
Hole–Filling

1 Introduction
As per the taxonomy of dense stereopsis provided in [86],
the approaches to this problem can be categorized into
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the two general classes of intensity–based and descriptor–
based techniques. Intensity–based approaches, examples of which can be found in [15, 81], compare pixels,
either directly [47] or through neighborhoods [89], in
order to find correspondence. These approaches generally utilize a form of inference, such as Graph Cuts [18]
or PDE–based methods [90], in order to compensate
for the ambiguities present in the matches. Nevertheless, direct utilization of pixel information in images is
known to be challenging in depth discontinuities and
in texture–less areas [19]. The reader is referred to the
work by Hirschmuller [42] for a state-of–the–art technique that utilizes Mutual Information–based matching
smoothed through a semi–global constraint.
Historically, the first approaches to computational
stereo utilized descriptor–based techniques. The first
class of such algorithms selected points of interest in one
image and then utilized block–based search methods in
order to locate the corresponding points on the other
image [39, 66, 7, 5, 54, 68, 71, 17, 63, 44, 16]. These methods produce a sparse depth representation, which could
theoretically be converted into a dense map through
regularization or other surface interpolation techniques [93].
Nevertheless, this next stage is not necessarily a component in a number of the published works (e.g. [54]).
Barnard and Fischler [11] and Dhond and Aggarwal [24]
provide reviews of related works published in the 70’s
and the 80’s, respectively. A more recent review of the
advances in computational stereo is written by Brown,
Burschka, and Hager [19].
The core premise of a descriptor–based approach to
stereopsis is that there are points in an image of a scene
which are distinct and can be detected in other images
of the same scene [23]. A generic descriptor–based stereopsis technique utilizes a local image descriptor such as
SIFT [57, 58], SURF [13], DAISY [95], FAST [80], or
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GLOH [69], among others. Additionally, some works on
this representation to the full resolution of the input
the topic contain a proposal of novel descriptor models
images. In this work, we automatically find the scale at
which are suggested to be favorable in terms of speciwhich a quasi–dense representation can be created and
ficity, coverage, computational complexity, or other facthen utilize joint bilateral filters for estimating missing
tors. For example, in [108] the authors suggest a new devalues and also for upscaling the disparity map to full
scriptor named Speeded-Up Local Descriptor (SULD)
resolution. Here, we hybridize the bilateral filter with a
and report that it outperforms SURF and DAISY in
Simulated Annealing process and also execute it within
the application developed in the paper.
a pyramid upscaling procedure guided by two images.
To the best of our understanding, the method described
Operators such as SIFT, SURF, and DAISY are
in this paper does not resemble any of the methods
often addressed as “strong” descriptors, because they
listed in Scharstein and Szeliski’s taxonomy [86].
are designed to be robust against changes in lighting
and other environmental and imaging factors. They also
The input set of matching points in this work is
provide different levels of robustness against changes in
collected through the execution of the Kanade–Lucas–
the viewpoint. These descriptors, however, are generally
Tomasi (KLT) Feature Tracker [59, 96]. Hence, we select
computationally expensive. More importantly, they emthe low–strength feature detector Harris Corner [40]
phasize distinction of the descriptor at the cost of lowerand gain a high density of feature points on the ining the number of feature points detected in an image.
put images. A byproduct of this process is the substanIn essence, strong descriptors provide few reliable data
tial reduction of computational complexity. However,
points which are generally used as seed points [105] or
we emphasize that speed of operation is not a decision
in order to provide constraints for next levels of reconfactor in this design. We hypothesize that the results
struction which utilize less demanding approaches [90].
of this paper may be reproducible using some other
A comprehensive review of local descriptors is given
descriptors which can produce a comparable density
in [69]. The reader is also refereed to [33] for an in–
of matches. We have observed that for many convendepth discussion of the topic.
tional strong descriptors, this requires a significantly
As mentioned, in the complex compromise between
high–resolution input image, the handling of which is a
distinction, density, and computational cost, strong decontributor to inflated computational complexity.
scriptors favor distinction and act weaker on density
In contrast to the framework described in [86], this
and execution speed. As a remedy to this challenge,
work does not depend on the assumption that the two
classes of “weak” descriptors have been designed which
input images are rectified. However, in order to comply
lean towards density and speed. Several research projects
with the literature, we make the assumption of rectified
have tried primitive image features, such as corners [40],
input images and therefore produce a scalar disparity
edges [102, 14], curves [87], collinear connected edge points [68],
map. Hence, vertical disparity is assumed to be negliedge orientations [4], edges on epipolar lines [7, 71], wavegible and depth is assumed to be representable solely
forms in the scan–lines of the images [44], and invariant
based on horizontal disparity. Furthermore, as a result
regions [98] in order to find correspondence. These weak
of the process implemented in this work, dense dispardescriptors cannot be reliably matched unless other pieces
ity maps at some intermediate scales are produced as
of information are included in the process. For examwell. It is worth mentioning that the developed method
ple, the early work by Grimson [37] tried to match
allows for the pyramid bilateral filter to stop at any
the zero–crossings of the Laplacian of Gaussian within
desired scale. This property is useful for applications
a window–size. In effect, the utilization of descriptor–
which require a disparity map at dimensions lower than
weak or descriptor–less features adds the requirement
that of the original input images.
for heavy post–processing in order for the disambiguaWe emphasize that the intent of this work is not to
tion of feature matches [67]. This additional step indevelop a novel stereopsis method. Such a goal would
flates the computational cost of the algorithm and is a
require an extensive evaluation process against the state–
potential source of error.
of–the–art. In contrast, this paper proposes novel apIn this paper, we address the problem of producplications for bilateral filters, in different incarnations,
ing a dense disparity map using sparse correspondences
within the framework of stereo matching. Hence, this
detected through the utilization of a low–strength and
work is compared to others in its class, including [78,
high–density descriptor. The problem to be solved in
79, 104].
this setting is estimating the disparity for pixels which
are not included in the sparse representation. We address this need through producing a dense disparity
map at a base resolution and subsequently upscaling

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: first, in
Section 2, the literature is reviewed, then, in Section 3,
the proposed method is presented and some experimen-
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tal results are provided in Section 4. The concluding
remarks follow in Section 5.
2 Literature Review
Marr and Poggio [62] provided a feature–based computational model for human stereopsis. Their model was
later implemented and modified by Grimson [36]. The
Marr–Poggio theory suggests that the human visual
processor handles the computational stereo problem in
five steps. These steps are combined in Grimson’s implementation into feature extraction, feature matching,
and match disambiguation. The Marr–Poggio theory
also formulates two basic rules for stereo matching, i.e.
each point in the left image can be assigned to one and
only one disparity value and disparity varies smoothly
except in depth discontinuities. Pollard, Mayhew, and
Frisby [77] developed another theory which employs a
limit on allowable disparity gradient.
There has been renewed interest in the use of local image descriptors for computational stereo in recent years. A key topic in these works is the treatment
of unreliability of the matches found through the use
of the selected descriptor. For example, Lim and Binford [54] describe a method and also cite previous literature which are based on a feature definition which
allows for extremely low–confident matches and Veksler [101] utilizes the absolute difference in pixel values
in left and right images along a scan–line in order to estimate disparity. In fact, in some cases any two feature
points in the two images can be considered a match and
the task of pruning erroneous matches is left to a subsequent consistency examination stage. For example,
in a recent work, Smith, Zhang, and Jin consider each
pixel as a feature vector and use Graph Cuts in order
to estimate disparity values [88]. That method requires
15 minutes to complete in a sub–VGA image (360 ×
480). Mu, Zhang and Li utilize Harris Corner points
and employ Graph Cuts in order to perform matching [70]. Maciel and Costeira discuss the problem of correspondence when feature descriptors cannot be relied
upon [60]. Recently, in 2006, Ulusoy and Hancock [99]
presented an approach to finding the correspondence
between oriented edges extracted using steerable filters. They produce a sparse depth representation using
phase–similarity at multiple scales and cite the corresponding literature. Ayache and Faverjon [6] produce
a neighborhood graph of line segments in the images
and proceed with exploring the largest components of
a disparity graph built from the descriptions of the two
images. Some recent works, including the quasi–dense
work by Lhuillier and Quan [52], mix concepts from
sparse stereo matching with dense depth estimation
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in order to produce 3D models in matters of minutes.
Elias [28] describes an approach which relies on matching features on the ground surface and then extends
to features on other planes in the scene. Venkateswar
and Chellappa [102] present the use of a hierarchical
feature–matching scheme, which starts with matching
surfaces and proceeds to match lines.
Disparity estimation is generally a midway step before depth estimation. In effect, the process necessary
for determining the 3D point which corresponds to two
points matched in the stereo pair depends on the model
for and the placement of the two cameras. The complexity of this process can range from the more straightforward case of two cameras with parallel image planes
to the general case in which the stereo system is non–
parallel [6]. Determination of the depth for a pair of
matching points, which is addressed as the reconstruction problem [19], is not a contribution of this paper.
Here, we assume that given a disparity map, i.e. a 2D
matrix which carries the disparity for each pixel, a depth
map can be created. Detailed analysis of this procedure
is outside the scope of this work.
Feature–based methods generally produce a sparse
set of disparity representations which needs to be propagated to the rest of the image if a dense map is required. For example, Zhang and Shan [107] start with
a small number of matching points, produced through
feature matching or manual input, and then iteratively
estimate depth values for more pixels in the input image. At each stage, in Zhang and Shan’s work, the
available set of depth estimations produces the search
range for pixels for which depth has not been estimated yet. A similar approach is utilized by Lhuillier and Quan [50], where, instead of the simultaneous multi–point scheme utilized by Zhang and Shan,
Lhuillier and Quan search for additional matches in the
5 × 5 neighborhood of each previously matched point
in a sequential framework. A similar strategy is employed by Chen and Medioni [22] using a volumetric
representation. Level Sets [29], PDE–based methods [2,
90], Dynamic Programing [7, 35, 84], Expectation Maximization [89], Graph Cuts [81, 18, 47], Freespace theorem [92], Region Growing [72, 34, 38, 30], Surface Fitting [43], Markov Random Fields [89, 55, 56], Simulated
Annealing [10], and Space Carving [49] are some of the
methods utilized in order to propagate disparity to the
surface of the image. Some of these approaches are not
applicable to close–to–realtime settings. For example, a
typical PDE–based method requires matter of minutes
before convergence [91] and subsequent iterations of the
operation in an algorithm which utilizes Markov Random Fields may take over five minutes to complete [55].
Other techniques may require several seconds to con-
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verge on close–to–VGA resolutions [51]. The reader is
up to a fixed small scale, but do not use a guidance
referred to [83] for a review.
image and Sawhney et al. [85] utilize a method similar to bilateral filtering in order to upscale stereoscopic
Bilateral filtering [97] is an alternative to anisotropic
pairs. Riemens et al. [79] proposed a variant on joint
diffusion [74] which has found many applications in imbilateral filtering for the cases in which the scale factor
age filtering. This is mainly because many conventional
is 8. In contrast with the Kopf et al. [48] approach of
linear approaches to data filtering produce blurred edges
single–stage upscaling, Riemens et al. proposed to perin depth maps [48, 8]. Common non–linear approaches,
form the upscaling in three consecutive stages (2×2×2).
such as median or morphological filtering, on the other
They
also utilized anti-aliasing pre–filtering in order to
hand, take object boundaries into account but can cause
reduce
artifacts and showed that the method can be
severe image–depth misalignment [79]. These approaches,
deployed
to consumer–grade DSPs [31]. In that work,
therefore, are not appropriate for depth maps and other
they utilize a box filter instead of the more generic defmeasurement matrices which represent geometrical disinition of the spatial weight function. Implications of
placement. On the contrary, a bilateral filter is designed
this option are discussed in more detail by Buades et
to perform interpolation while preserving edges. The
al. [20]. Reference to multi–scale bilateral filtering has
mathematical model for bilateral filters can be related
also been made by Xiao et al. [104] in their work on
to Adaptive Smoothing [82, 8], Weighted Gaussian Filupscaling texture content.
tering [46], and Guided Filters [41]. The weight function concept from bilateral filtering is also utilized for
upgrading the box filter used in common block–based
stereo matching methods into a content–aware entity
which emphasizes pixels in the blocks to be matched
3 Proposed Method
based on the central pixel(s) [64, 65, 53]. Ansar, Castano, and Matthies [3] utilize a bilateral filter as a pre–
The method developed in this paper starts with findprocessing stage before block–matching in stereopsis.
ing many pairs of matching points in the input stereo
The reader is referred to two reviews of the theory and
images. This set in effect produces a sparse disparity
some of the applications of bilateral filtering for further
representation. Then, we find an optimal scale in which
details [27, 73].
the sparse disparity representation can be converted to
a quasi–dense disparity map. Subsequently, we estimate
Joint bilateral filtering is the process of using a guidvalues for missing areas in the quasi–dense disparity
ance image in order to filter an existing image. During
representation and produce a dense disparity map. This
this process, the guidance image provides additional
map is at a lower scale than the input images. Here, we
constraints or pieces of information. For example, joint
bilateral filters have been used for combining high–frequencydevelop a novel missing value estimation process which
utilizes a joint bilateral filter executed within a Simucomponents from one image with low–frequency comlated Annealing–style operation. Finally, we upscale the
ponents of another image [76, 26]. This operator can
dense disparity map into the full resolution of the inbe also utilized in order to upscale an image [48]. In
put images using a doubly joint pyramid bilateral filter
this process the guidance image and the output image
developed in this paper. Figure 1 shows the flowchart
have higher dimensions than the input image. Kapf et
of the method developed in this paper.
al. [48] utilize a joint bilateral filter in order to upscale a depth map using one of the images in the pair.
The rest of this section describes the building–blocks
This approach is also used for, among others, aligning
in Figure 1, as follows. First, Section 3.1 introduces
depth map and visible–range images through succesthe notations used in this paper. Then, Section 3.2 desive downscaling and upscaling [31] and for Time of
scribes the utilization of a feature detection and matchFlight (TOF) upscaling [32]. A multi–dimensional gening framework as the provider of input to the rest of the
eralization of this method is given by Dolson et al. [25].
process. Subsequently, the process of creating a sparse
Chan et al. [21] applied joint bilateral upscaling on
and then a quasi–dense disparity map are reviewed in
low–resolution depth images using the visible–range imSections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. The quasi–dense disage as guidance. Varekamp and Barenbrug [100] utilize
parity map contains areas where the value of disparity
joint bilateral filtering to propagate depth information
is unknown. This issue is addressed through the method
to successive frames in order to adapt to motion in the
outlined in Section 3.5, where a dense disparity map is
scene.
produced. Finally, the disparity map is upscaled to the
Multi–level bilateral filtering has been investigated
required scale, as described in Section 3.6. We visualize
by the researchers as well. For example, Ramanath and
the flow of the process through exhibiting the output
Snyder [78] employ a bilateral filter in order to upscale
of each step for the sample pair shown in Figure 2.
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Right Image

Left Image

Feature Matching

Feature Detection
Feature Detection and Matching

Quasi-Dense
Disparity Map Creation

Sparse Disparity
Map Creation

Dense Disparity Map
Creation

Disparity Map
Upscaling

Full-Resolution Dense Disparity Map

Fig. 1 Flowchart of the developed method. Details of the

building blocks of this flowchart are given in Section 3.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2 Sample input for the developed method. (a) Left im-

age. (b) Right image. Original images by Yury Golubinsky,
used under permission.
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3.1 Notations
We assume that two same–sized input images, corresponding to a stereo pair, are given and denote them
as IL and IR , for the left and the right images, respectively. Both images have the dimensions of H × W × C.
Here, C is the number of color channels, most likely
to be either 1 or 3, but not restricted to these values.
The acceptable values for C are determined by the two
functions F (·) and F̃ (·), described below. The method
developed in this paper produces an H × W disparity
map, denoted by D.
We assume that there exists a function F (·), which
when given an image, produces a set of points of interest, each potentially accompanied with a descriptor.
This function effectively carries out feature detection in
the left image. The function F (·) also produces the descriptor corresponding to each detected feature point.
We further assume that there exists a function F̃ (·) that
takes as input an image, a set of feature points, and the
corresponding descriptors. This set is assumed to have
been produced through a separate call to the function
F (·) for another image. The two images are assumed
to be of the same scene taken from two slightly different vantage points. Here, we assume that the spatial
and intrinsic variations between the two images comply
with the requirements of F̃ (·). In other words, for a particular F̃ (·), which is, for example, capable of handling
radiometric variations to a known extent, we allow the
input images to vary accordingly.
Given the described input, the function F̃ (·) produces a set of pairs of points, where each pair denotes
that two points in the two images under consideration
appear to correspond to the same physical location.
Note that F̃ (·) may perform feature matching or feature
tracking and that it may internally implement geometrical constraints on points which are candidates to be
potential matches. Details of the internal operations of
the functions F (·) and F̃ (·) are beyond the scope of this
paper.
In this paper, we denote the downscaled version of
an image I at the positive integer scale λ as I[λ] . Here,
we assume that the height and the width of I are divisible by λ. We assume that a proper downscaling function
exists which given the image I and an integer scale λ
will produce I[λ] . We denote sparse maps using the superscript ◦. For example I◦ is a sparse map.

When the integer value a divides the integer value
b, we write a b and we denote the Greater Common
Divisor of the two integer values a and b as gcd(a, b).
We denote the sorted set of descending positive integer
values which divide the integer value a as Λ (a).
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Fig. 3 Feature points detected and tracked on the two input
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Fig. 4 Sparse disparity representation corresponding to the

images shown in Figure 2.

two input images shown in Figure 2.

3.2 Feature Detection and Matching

bulk of this time is spent on feature tracking (212.81
milliseconds).

This stage corresponds to the first block in Figure 1.
Here, we input two images, IL and IR , and produce a
set of pairs of matching points in the left image and the
right image. This set represents a sparse disparity map
for the input images. The details of the process followed
in this stage is outlined below.
We first pass IL through F (·) and produce a set of
feature points and the corresponding descriptors. Then,
we pass IR and the acquired feature representations
through F̃ (·) and produce a set of matching points in
IL and IR . We denote this set as P = {(pL , pR )}. Here,
we assume that the two images are rectified. Hence, vertical displacement between two matching points must
be negligible. Therefore, we only accept a pair of points
which are at most 1% of image height apart in the
vertical direction. We also impose a maximum 20% of
width constraints on the horizontal axis. Introduction
of additional constraints, such as the method described
in [106], may reduce the possibility of mismatch at this
stage.
In the current implementation of this work, feature
points are detected using Harris Corner Detector [40]
and are tracked using the Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi (KLT)
Feature Tracker [59, 96]. The code for this paper is based
on the implementation of these two modules contained
in IVT [1].
Figure 3 shows the set of pairs of points produced
through this process for the input images shown in Figure 2. Here, the points are visualized on the left image.
In each pair, pL is visualized as a circle and pR − pL is
drawn as a short blue line. This set contains 3738 pairs
of points. Note that in certain areas no matching pairs
are found. The process of finding feature points in the
left image and tracking them in the right image in this
experiment takes 262.76 milliseconds to complete. The

3.3 Sparse Disparity Map Creation
In this stage, the set of pairs of matching points produced in Section 3.2 is converted to a sparse disparity
representation.
Given a pair of matching points denoted as (pL , pR ),
we produce the new representation (pL , d), where d =
pL − pR denotes the disparity vector. As stated in Section 3.2, constraints on the the acceptable region for
d are utilized in order to remove incorrect matches. In
the current implementation, the camera system is composed of two parallel cameras at a fixed base–line and
disparity is always parallel to the horizontal line. Therefore, we reduce the disparity representation into scalar
disparity values, i.e. (pL , d), where d corresponds to the
horizontal coordinate of the disparity vector. Through
this process, the following sparse representation is created,

P = (pn , dn ) , n = 1, · · · , NP .
(1)
In systems which maintain a more complicated setting,
where d cannot be reduced to a scalar value, we propose
to utilize the rest of the process on two disparity maps,
i.e. vertical and horizontal, independently.
Figure 4 shows the sparse disparity representation
corresponding to the images shown in Figure 2.

3.4 Quasi–Dense Disparity Map Creation
In this stage, the sparse disparity representation produced in Section 3.3 is converted to a quasi–dense disparity representation at a scale lower than the input
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images. In effect, we seek a scale at which disparity values for a majority of the pixels can be inferred based on
the available sparse disparity representation. In effect,
we propose an algorithm which finds an optimal scale
which is a proper compromise between coverage and detail. In other words, if scale was the only concern, the
sparse representation would be considered as a quasi–
dense representation with many missing data elements.
On the contrary, if coverage was the only concern, the
sparse disparity representation would be downscaled to
a 1 × 1 dense representation which exhibits 100% coverage. The algorithm outlined in this stage finds the
compromise between these two extreme cases.
We first note that for any given integer scale λ,
which satisfies λ H and λ W , the set P, given in (1),
can be downscaled in order to produce a disparity map
of the size 1 H × 1 W , denoted by D◦ [λ] . The process
λ
λ
for creating this sparse disparity map is to fill in any element in D◦ [λ] with the median of the disparity values
of all elements of P which fall into that particular bin
when pn is scaled by a factor of λ. Following this procedure, however, some elements in D◦ [λ] will have no
corresponding entity in P and are therefore assigned to
a disparity value of UNKNOWN. We denote as O[λ] the
occupancy map of D◦ [λ] , i.e. locations where disparity
is not UNKNOWN (the use of UNKNOWN disparity
or depth has precedence in the literature [107]).
Given that the input images have the dimension of
H × W , the number of non–UNKNOWN pixels in D◦ [λ]
is an integer between 0 and 12 HW . We map this numλ
ber to [0, 1] and address it as occupancy at scale λ, denoted as ϕ(λ). Note that for the special case of W = H,
ϕ(W ) is equal to 1.0, the maximum. This is assuming
that at least one pair of matching features points has
been detected in the input images. Note that, generally,
ϕ(λ) is an increasing function of λ.
We define the problem of finding the optimal scale
for quasi–dense disparity map creation as finding the
smallest value of λ for which ϕ(λ) is bigger than a
predefined threshold. In other words, defining λmax =
gcd(W, H), the function ϕ(λ) is defined for all positive
integer values of λ for which λ λmax . The aim of the
scale detection stage, then, is to find the smallest λ for
which ϕ (λ) ≥ ϕ0 , where ϕ0 is a preselected value. Here,
we outline the process of solving this problem.
We perform exhaustive search on the ordered set
Λ (λmax ) until ϕ (λ) drops below ϕ0 . In practice, the
value of ϕ0 = 0.75 is selected in order to guarantee
than at least 43 of the pixels have a disparity value assigned to them in the resulting quasi–dense disparity
map. We address the selected scale as λ0 and produce
the corresponding sparse disparity map and occupancy
map, denoted by D◦ [λ0 ] and O[λ0 ] , respectively.
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Fig. 5 Values of occupancy, ϕ(λ), for the sparse representation shown in Figure 4. Here, λ0 = 32 is selected by the
algorithm, resulting in an occupancy of 86.83%.

Figure 5 shows values of ϕ(λ) for the sparse disparity map shown in Figure 4. Here, the algorithm decides
that the optimal scale for quasi–dense disparity map
production is 32. This value corresponds to an occupancy of 86.83%. Figures 6–(a) and 6–(b) demonstrate
the corresponding quasi–dense disparity map and occupancy map, respectively. The inputs images in this experiment are 640×960 pixels. The quasi–dense disparity
map, therefore, has a resolution of 20 × 30. The process
of producing this quasi–dense disparity map takes 1.31
milliseconds to complete in this experiment.
We address the zero sections in O[λ0 ] as holes. In
the next stage of the algorithm, outlined in Section 3.5,
we produce a dense D[λ0 ] , i.e. a disparity map which
corresponds to an all–one occupancy map. Before that,
a note on the median filter utilized in the downscaling
process is necessary.
As discussed above, the process of downscaling the
sparse disparity representation involves applying a median operator on all elements which correspond to a
particular entity in the quasi–dense disparity map at
a particular scale. From the perspective of algorithmic
efficiency, however, conventional median operators are
not favored, as they require a list of all input values to
be created first and then processed as a whole. Here,
we present an approximation to the median operator
which works on a stream of input variables at a computational complexity comparable to that of calculating
the running average.
Fast implementations of the median filter for the
purpose of window–based application on 2–D images
are available in the literature [61]. Among these methods are the ones which require a histogram to be created [45] and the ones which rely on the exploitation
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ance of x as µ, m, and σ and write,
n
o
|µ − m| = E {x − m} ≤ E |x − m| ≤
n
o r n
o √
2
E |x − µ| ≤ E (x − µ)
= σ.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6 Quasi–Dense disparity map corresponding to the

sparse map shown in Figure 4. (a) Quasi–Dense disparity
map. (b) Occupancy map. Unoccupied pixels are noted as
white.

of the repeated references to the same elements during
the calculation of filter output for consecutive pixels in
the output image [103]. Such approaches are generally
either tailored for integer–valued signals or, more specifically, for 2–D images [75]. Another class of median operators requires the inputs to the filter to be available
in one accumulated list [12]. The requirements of the
current algorithm, however, favor a method which can
function on a stream of input values without the need
to store the list in a temporary container. In this work,
we utilize the idea presented in [94] and implement an
approximation of the median filter which utilizes one
pass through the data. We emphasize that this operator is applied on the separate pixels in the downscaled
disparity representation independently.
We assume that a set of N realizations of the random variable x are given as the set X = {x1 , · · · , xN },
xn ∈ R. We denote the mean, the median, and the vari-

(2)

Hence,
√
√
(3)
µ − σ ≤ m ≤ µ + σ.
Here, we have used Jensen’s inequality and the fact that
the median is the minimizer of G(y) = E {|x − y|}.
Here, we propose to use the mean of all xi s which
√
satisfy |xi − µ| ≤ σ as an approximation for the sample median. Moreover, as the values of µ and σ are not
known, we propose to use the values of sample mean
and sample variance instead. Additionally, we utilize
the running values of these identities. The details of
this procedure are outlined below.
We propose to set up a state machine with the four
state variables µn , σn , mn , and ñn , all of which are initialized to zero at the beginning of the process. We will
show that as the data is streamed through the filter,
these state variables will carry sample mean, sample
variance, an approximation of sample median, and the
number of elements utilized in the calculation of the
sample median, respectively. Here, we define the following update functions for the state variables,
n
1
µn+1 =
µn +
xn+1 .
(4)
n+1
n+1
1
n−1
2
(5)
σn +
(xn+1 − µn ) , n ≥ 1.
σn+1 =
n
n+1

1
2
 ñn m +
xn+1 , |xn+1 − µn | ≤ σn
n
ñ
+
1
ñ
+
1
(6)
mn+1 =
n
n
m ,
otherwise
n
(
2
ñn + 1, |xn+1 − µn | ≤ σn
ñn+1 =
(7)
ñn ,
otherwise
One may use induction on (4) and (5) to prove that,
n
1X
µn =
xi .
(8)
n i=1
n

σn =

1 X
2
(xi − µn ) .
n − 1 i=1

(9)

Also, ñn+1 , updated through (7), counts the number of
2
elements in X which satisfy |xn+1 − µn | ≤ σn . Hence,
mn is the mean of all input elements which satisfy
2
|xn+1 − µn | ≤ σn , as required.
A note on the response of this state machine to the
cases where X contains too few elements is important.
In fact, ñn is zero for sets which contain 1 or 2 elements
and for a set with 3 values the operator accepts a non–
zero value for ñn only if,
√
2
x1 + x2
|x2 − x1 | .
(10)
≤
x3 −
2
2
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in finite time. In effect, the variant of the joint bilateral
filter developed here shares a structure similar to (13)
The quasi–dense disparity map, D◦ [λ0 ] , produced through with the variation that the weight function also contains
the process outlined in Section 3.4, contains areas where
a known component which is one iff I (x + δ) is not UNdisparity is not known. These areas correspond to feature– KNOWN. Note that here we treat 0 as UNKNOWN,
0
less portions of the input images as well as to occluded
therefore, for an UNKNOWN pixel which does not have
areas. This section describes a developed process for
any non–UNKNOWN useable neighbours, the filter outconverting D◦ [λ0 ] to its dense version, which we denote
put is UNKNOWN.
as D[λ0 ] . This process takes use of the downscaled verThe joint bilateral filter developed in this work for
sion of the left image, i.e. IL[λ0 ] , and utilizes an iterative
estimating values for the missing areas is formalized in
Simulated Annealing–style joint bilateral filtering pro(14). Here, we utilize the downscaled version of the left
cedure, as follows.
image as the guidance image and redefine the domain
Here, we use the discrete bilateral filter notation
of the filter as any UNKNOWN pixel in D◦ [λ0 ] which
used by Barash [9],
has a constrained difference to the central pixel in the
X
guidance image. Note that in contrast to the generic
ω (x, x + δ) I (x + δ)
bilateral filter, here the domain is pixel specific.
δ∈S
X
I⋆ (x) =
.
(11)

ω (x, x + δ)
Sx = δ δ ∈ S, D◦ [λ0 ] (x + δ) 6= U N KN OW N, (16)
δ∈S

In this model, I is the image to be filtered and I⋆ is the
IL[λ0 ] (x + δ) − IL[λ0 ] (x) < κ .
output. Here, S is the domain of the bilateral filter, also
addressed as its kernel, or window. Generally, this set is
Here, κ is the threshold that is adjusted during the prodefined as a square or circle of known dimensions. We
cess, as outlined below. The purpose for including this
denote image content at position x by I (x) and ω (·) is
variable threshold is to avoid closer pixels, which may
the weight function. In general, this function depends on
have different content, from invading an UNKNOWN
the difference between the image values at the two input
pixel, which has a better match at a farther position.
points as well as their relative geometric positions, i.e.
In other words, the gradual increase of κ allows for UNω (·) is a function of both kδk and kI (x + δ) − I (x)k.
KNOWN
pixels to avoid early settlement and have the
One commonly accepted category of weight funcchance
to
find their potentially better matches in later
tions considers an ω (·) which is separable into an spaiterations.
tial component, ωs (·), and a range component, ωr (·),
Here, we describe the process which governs κ. Asi.e., [48]
sume that minimum, maximum, and a step factor for
ω (x, x + δ) = ωr (kI (x + δ) − I (x)k) ωs (kδk) .
(12)
the threshold are given and denote them by κmin , κmax ,
κstep . We start the procedure by setting κ = κmin .
As seen in (12), the spatial component depends on the
Then, at each iteration, we apply the filter on any UNdifference between image values while the range compoKNOWN pixel in D◦ [λ0 ] once and produce the two
nent attenuates the influence of pixels in the boundaries
Boolean operators of change and can–change. Note that,
of the filter domain according to their distance to the
in practice, in order to avoid cascading effects, we keep
central pixel.
changes to D◦ [λ0 ] in a separate copy which is downJoint or cross bilateral filtering, shown in (13), is
loaded to it at the end of the operation. Here, change
a particular bilateral filter which utilizes an additional
denotes that at least one pixel changed from UNKNOWN
guidance image. Here, it is assumed that the input imto a value. The identifier can–change denotes the presage and the guidance image are correlated. For example,
ence of at least one UNKNOWN pixel which could have
the input image may contain depth information and
changed from UNKNOWN to a known value but that
the guidance image may carry visible–range informathe current value of κ was inadequate for this change
tion corresponding to the same scene. Here, the guidto happen. We repeat iterations without modifying κ
ance image is denoted as J.
as long as change is true. Then, if can–change is true
In this paper, we utilize a joint bilateral filter which
we update κ to κstep κ and restart a new iteration. The
can accept input images containing UNKNOWN valprocedure stops when both change and can–change are
ues. As such, the output of the developed filter is non–
false. Note that the value of κmax is selected so that
UNKNOWN for a subset of the UNKNOWN input pixit covers the dynamic range of the guidance image.
els in each iteration. We conclude the process when no
The outcome of this process is the dense disparity map
UNKNOWN pixel remains in the image. We provide
D[λ0 ] .
measures which guarantee that the process concludes
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X

δ∈S

ωr (kJ (x + δ) − J (x)k) ωs (kδk) I (x + δ)
X

δ∈S

D◦⋆
[λ0 ] (x) =

X

ωr

δ∈Sx

IL[λ0 ] (x + δ) − IL[λ0 ] (x)
X

ωr

δ∈Sx

I⋆ (x) =

X

δ∈S

ωr





(13)

.

ωr (kJ (x + δ) − J (x)k) ωs (kδk)

ωs (kδk) D◦ [λ0 ] (x + δ)

IL[λ0 ] (x + δ) − IL[λ0 ] (x)



ωs (kδk)

.

 


1
1
x+δ
x+δ
ωs (kδk) I
λ
λ




.
X
1
x+δ
ωr
ωs (kδk)
J (x) − J[λ]
λ
J (x) − J[λ]



(14)

(15)

δ∈S

is upscaled to a larger size. Here, for convenience, we
assume that the goal is to produce a disparity map at
the same dimensions of IL . However, the same method
is applicable if D[λ́] is to be produced, given that λ́ λ0 .
Here, we discuss the case of λ́ = 1.

Fig. 7 Dense disparity map corresponding to the quasi–dense

disparity map shown in Figure 6–(a).

In (16), S is the 3×3 window around
x and excluding
√
x. Hence, in this case, kδk ∈ {1, 2}, and we utilize,
1
ωs (kδk) =
.
(17)
1 + kδk2
κ2
.
(18)
κ2 + θ 2
Figure 7 shows the output of the developed method
corresponding to the quasi–dense disparity map shown
in Figure 6–(a). Note the regularity of the mesh in this
figure compared to the missing areas in Figure 6, in
which large irregular triangles are visible. The process
of producing this dense disparity map takes 0.11 milliseconds to conclude.

ωr (θ) =

3.6 Disparity Map Upscaling
In this section, the low–resolution disparity map D[λ0 ] ,
produced through the process presented in Section 3.5,

The procedure proposed in this section involves the
process of performing upscaling at an arbitrary integer
factor λ̂. This upscaling procedure inputs a disparity
map, denoted by D[λλ̂] , and a guidance image, denoted
by I[λ] , and produces the upscaled disparity map D[λ] .
Here, λ and λ̂ are integers and λ̂ is preferred to be a
small prime number, for reasons given later. This operation can also be addressed as an upscaling with a
factor of λ̂ using a bilateral doubly joint filter, as described below.
We assume that the image to be upscaled is denoted by I[λ] . Here, we propose a process which takes
use of the two guidance images J and J[λ] in order to
produce the upscaled image I. Here, J and I have the
same dimensions, which is the dimensions of I[λ] and
J[λ] multiplied by the small prime number λ. We call
this process a Doubly joint bilateral filter because it
utilizes two guidance images.
In effect, for any given point x in the output image, i.e. I (x), we locate the corresponding
  point on the
guidance images, i.e. J (x) and J[λ] 1 x , and the corλ
 
responding point on the input image, i.e. I[λ] 1 x .
λ
The doubly joint bilateral filter developed in this paper
considers nine locations around 1 x in order to produce
λ
I (x), as described in (15). Here, S, the domain of the
2
filter, is defined as the 3 × 3 square [−1, 0, 1] in the
input scale and the weight functions utilized in (15) are
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given below,
ωs (kδk) =

ωr (θ) =

1
.
1 + kδk2

Cκ2
.
Cκ2 + θ2

(19)

(20)

Here, κ is a normalization factor and C is the number
of channels in the guidance image. We set κ equal to
10 (dynamic range of the guidance images is 255). Note
that references to image locations with non–integer coordinates are rounded up to the nearest integer.
Here, we return to the necessity of λ being a prime
number. We note that any non–prime λ can be decomposed into at least two prime factors, i.e. λ = λ1 λ2 .
Hence, in this case, instead of performing the upscaling
for λ, we propose to perform the developed upscaling
process at the scales of λ1 and λ2 consecutively. We assert that the operation of (15) for a sequence of integer
values produces less Blockiness than applying the same
operation for the product of the sequence.
Now, we address the general case of performing the
upscaling for the non–prime integer scale λ0 . This process utilizes a pyramid upscaling scheme and produces
D out of D[λ0 ] and IL [λ0 ] .
We first factorize λ0 into its prime elements as,
λ0 =

m
Y

i=1

pi mi , p1 < · · · < pm , mi > 0, m > 0.

(21)

Subsequently, we produce the following set of upscaling
factors.
pm , pm , · · · pm , pm−1 , · · · , p1 .

(22)

Here, each pi is repeated mi times. We propose to repeat the upscaling procedure, described above, at the
sequence of scales given in (22). It is evident that by
executing this process the disparity map at scale 1, i.e.
D[1] = D, is produced. This disparity map has the same
dimensions as that of the inputs images, IL and IR , i.e.
H × W.
Figure 8 shows the outputs of three consecutive executions of the developed upscaling algorithm applied
on the input shown in Figure 7. Here, λ equals 2 in
every iteration. Figure 9 shows the final output of the
proposed upscaling procedure. This image represents
the disparity map produced by the developed method
for the stereo pair shown in Figure 2. It takes the algorithm 327.35 milliseconds to perform the developed
upscaling. In total, the process of producing the output
shown in Figure 9 from the images shown in Figure 2
takes 591.54 milliseconds.

Fig. 8 Results of three consecutive executions of the developed upscaling procedures (λ = 2) on the dense disparity map

shown in Figure 7.

4 Experimental Results
The proposed method is implemented as a C++ class
named Margo and is executed on a personal computer
running on Windows 7, 64bit, on an Intel Core i5–2400
CPU, 3.10GHz, with 8.00GB of RAM.
Figure 10 shows a sample output disparity map produced by the developed method. The input images in
this experiment have dimensions of 704 × 960. The developed algorithm detects 3771 feature points in the left
image and finds corresponding points for 3516 of them
in the right image. The quasi–dense disparity map in
this case is created at the automatically–detected scale
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Fig. 9 Output disparity map produced by the developed method corresponding to the input images shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 10 Sample results of executing the developed method on a stereo pair. Left and right images courtesy of Yury Golubinsky,

used under permission. Refer to text for more details.
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of 64 (resolution of 11 × 15, occupancy of 86.06%). The
total time required in order to complete the procedure
in this case is 633.63 milliseconds. The time spent in the
different stages is as follows: 29.88 milliseconds in feature detection, 231.19 milliseconds in feature matching,
and 371.03 milliseconds in upscaling. The other operations take negligible time.
Figure 11 shows more experimental results produced
by the developed method. Details about these experiments are given in Table 1.
We note that utilization of the joint bilateral filter in the developed algorithm provides a strong basis for image to disparity correlation. For example, the
sample output exhibited in Figure 12–(a) shows a passage where different disparity levels are present. In Figure 12–(b), a portion of the image on the top left is
magnified. Figure 12–(c) shows the corresponding disparity values produced by the developed method. As
seen here, the developed algorithm is capable of differentiating between the flower tree and the house behind
it.
It is important, however, to emphasize that the method
developed in this paper does produce disparity artifacts where conjoined objects have contrasting colors
and where strong shadows are present. In effect, the
premise of the bilateral filter, utilized in this work, is
that objects are geometrically close to each other when
they have similar presentations in the visual–range image and vice–versa. For example, the back of the car in
the bottom right of Figure 13–(a) and the shadow on
the tracks in Figure 13–(b) exhibit this artifact, where
close objects with contrasting colors are considered to
be far from each other by the algorithm. We argue that
this deficiency is a byproduct of the utilization of joint
bilateral filters, where variation in the guidance image
is perceived as indication that difference in the output
image is expected. In effect, one may argue that in the
absence of the peripheral information about the continuity of the tracks and the structure of the car, a human
observer, too, would be in doubt whether the differences
in color in fact denote difference in the geometry of the
scene.
One of the contributions of the present work is the
decomposition of the scaling factor into prime components and then iterating through these elements. This is
in contrast to the works by Ramanath and Snyder [78]
and Kopf et al. [48], where the scale is utilized in one
stage. It is worth to mention that the use of a guidance
image, as included in the present work, is not applicable to [78]. The method developed in this paper in effect
provides a generalization of the approach by Riemens
et al. [79], where an upscaling by the factor of 8 is de-
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composed into three upscaling stages, each at the scale
of 2.
Here, we exhibit the significance of the decomposition stage developed in this work for arbitrary scale
factors. Figure 14–(a) shows the left image in a sample stereo pair. Here, an estimate of the depth map at
the scale of 32 is available and is to be upscaled to
the full resolution of the input image. Figure 14–(b)
demonstrates the result of performing the upscaling at
a single stage, as suggested by previous works in the
literature. In contrast, Figure 14–(c) exhibits the output of the process developed in this work, wherein upsclaing is carried out in five consecutive stages, each at
the scale of 2. Visual comparison of Figure 14–(c) with
Figure 14–(b) shows that the former contains smoother
edges while the latter carries visible discrepancies and
jumpiness.

5 Conclusions
This paper develops novel applications of joint bilateral
filtering for the purpose of dense disparity estimation.
The input to this process is a large set of matching
points collected through a feature point tracking procedure. This set is converted to a sparse disparity representation and a novel method for producing a quasi–
dense disparity map is developed. This method finds
an optimal scale at which a properly populated disparity map can be produced. Then, a novel joint bilateral
filter is developed which operates within a Simulated
Annealing–style iterative process and produces a dense
disparity map at a scale lower than the input images.
This disparity map is subsequently upscaled into the
original dimensions of the input images using a novel
pyramid doubly joint bilateral filter.
The main contributions of this paper include the different utilizations of bilateral filters for the purposes of
missing value estimation and upscaling. We anticipate
that the process developed in this paper can be utilized
for other applications which require the production of
a dense map containing geometrical terms using sparse
measurements.
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used under permission. Refer to Table 1 for numerical details.
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